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I witness
 this great endeavor of teachings rendered to us by Shree Bhagwan Kalki. These 
words are not mine but are borrowed from him. I am presenting you this book exactly 
like he explained to me and other people. Shree Bhagawan Kalki is present among us 
but until the right time comes, he shall be known by one of his many names. 

 In the midst of the conversation with him, I realized that he fulfilled all the 
prophecies and signs of the great Bhagawan Kalki. I inferred about him through 
different signs like he was born in the confluence of three rivers and he also has some 
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vital signs on his body. He received his education from the guru disciple tradition as 
mentioned in the puranas. He was anointed Maha Samrat Abhishek Diksha by his great 
guru and he is also the head of the kingdom of Sambhal. He always has a white horse 
with him and also a sword alongside his throne. His favorite bird is parrot and he sits in 
his throne with his two rajasic queens. 

 Even though he is an avatar, yet he follows a very simple lifestyle and he is currently 
living with his followers and transmitting wisdoms. He shall be revealed by the nature 
when the right time comes. 

 The title of the book is “Human and Kaliyuga, Virology” and the reason behind it 
is that I learn from the experience of the others as to who the real parasites and viruses 
are in real life. They cannot be seen with naked eyes and who are not easy to recognize 
yet causes great damages to the body. The reason that the virus hurts the body is that the 
body has no strong defense against them.

 There are so many people, individuals, organization and ideologies who are   
constantly harming our planet but we have failed to identify them fully. The precepts 
given by Bhagawan Kalki  in this book will help us to identify them. Therefore, I have 
taken upon this name. 

 Lastly I would want to say that he shall meet those people who have faith in them.

-A Fearless warrior of Kalki
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want 
 to tell you that I have descended. Why do you fear? 
Who can make you afraid? Why do you feel defeated and 
insulted? You believe in me who can allay your tiredness 
and take away your suffering. I have given you strength 
and power. If I want, I can change your world and your 
life overnight. But, I will not do that. I want to make you 
as wise, strong and powerful as I am.   The power of truth 
inherent in me is the same as in you. I have crafted you 
in my own image. There is not much difference between 
you and me. Whatever apparent differences are present, 
are merely due to truth and untruth.  Sins and delusions 
have atrophied your strength. Therefore, you are afraid I
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and feel anxious. You do not feel free. 

 O Intellectuals! It is not true that only you are intelligent. In the past many intelligent 
people have walked this earth and many more will come in future. All of them and their 
intelligence put together can never fathom me and my mysterious creation. But your 
intelligent and wise ancestors have figured ways to know some of my secrets. It is their 
love and faith in me that compels me to manifest my form in front of them. 

 I know that believers will never ask who I am. They know who I am. All the lies 
of the world put together cannot discredit me because I am your truth only. Therefore, 
become fearless and liberated! Make your life meaningful and relevant. I know what you 
want to ask me. I will definitely address all your doubts and questions.  But, all of my 
answers will not be complete. My answers are meant to compel you to think yourself. It is 
not my nature to betray you. I am liberated and want to see you as liberated as well. 

 O Valiant ones! Let me first answer those questions that are puzzling you. 

K A L K I  1 : 0 0
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      You must be wondering should we not 
give up past orthodoxy and be progressive in 
modern times? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Let me free you from this doubt. 
Understand that all ideas of progress is based on time. 
But there are ideas which are based beyond time. Those 
ideas are eternal in nature. Because they are eternal, 
they are relevant in all times. Surely, things change 
as we change. Change is the very nature of existence. 
Nothing is permanent. Even your idea of progressiveness 
is limited in time and has it origin and its death! But the 
eternal ideas are not born in time and therefore have no 
death. So, change your ways based on time, place and 
circumstances but never forget the eternal ideas. Shape 
your change around those eternal ideas and you will 
shape your life beyond the ever-changing impermanent 
realities.

K A L K I  1 : 01
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      I know that you wonder at times that if I am 
present then why do I allow misfortune to strike you. 
I am aware that you even question my existence at 
times of sorrow and sufferings. Why do I allow it? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Let me assure you that I am aware of all your 
sufferings and I suffer with you through that. You are always 
in my compassionate gaze. My nurturing is beyond your 
temporary pleasures and pains. Just as I possess the universal 
knowledge, I want you to have that wisdom too. I want you to 
outgrow your limited idea of self and accept your universal 
self as your self. But for that, just like gold is refined in fire, 
you have to go through your karma to manifest your shine. If 
you lose faith in me then know that it is your negative deeds 
that are prompting you to do so. Do not be disturbed by 
those provocations of your mind.

K A L K I  1 : 0 2
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
   Do you wonder who encourages you 
to change your eating habits and why? Should you 
be selective in choosing what you feed your mind 
as much as what you feed your body?  

 O Valiant ones! 

   You must become aware what you feed 
your body. What you eat becomes you, so it is very 
important to choose your food wisely. You are told that 
what you eat is your freedom. But you must realize that 
one cannot eat poison as it is harmful. So, it is not just 
about freedom of choice. It is about healthy body. Food 
can be medicine if you eat right food in right amount. 
But food can become poison, bring forth disease if you 
eat wrong food, or consume wrong amount. Just as food 
for your body is important, food for your mind is also 
important. There is no shortage of information now. 
Everywhere you go, you are consuming information. Be 
it advertisements, world views, education, propaganda 
of think tanks and rulers of the land. O Valiant ones! 
Remember, what you feed your mind will shape your 
thoughts and they will in turn shape your reality. So, it is 
vital that you protect yourself not only from poisonous 
food for body but also protect your mind from poisonous 
propaganda.

K A L K I  1 : 03
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‘
KALKI SAYS

   You must ask yourself if people who 
are showing themselves as champions of minority 
causes, are they doing it for petty political gains? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   There is a growing trend in society of so-
called intellectuals to appear as champion of some or 
the other minority cause. If there is no such cause, or if 
there is no such minority or exploitation, they will create 
a false propaganda just so that they can look like great 
champion of causes in their own eyes and in the eyes 
of their group. It is no less than a mental disease. It has 
prompted those sick minds to even destabilize society 
and create conflicts just so that they can exploit. They 
do not have any solution for actual problems. All they 
know is to react. For them it is easy to target mainstream 
majority. They will always take a reactionary opposite 
stance from mainstream majority. Neither because they 
believe it to be wrong nor because they support the 
minority stream. All they want to do is oppose. Tomorrow 
when the majority will become minority, then they will 
even start supporting the same ideology and culture that 
they are opposing. Such immature minds bordering on 
mental sickness has created an ecosystem around you. 
Your media, your intelligentsia, academia and even the 
rules of many nations have succumbed to this mental 
disorder. O Valiant ones! Be brave and see through their 
sickness.

K A L K I  1 : 0 4
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
   You must be wondering why certain 
people practiced social distancing in the past were 
criticized by the same people who are now promoting 
it?  

 O Valiant ones! 

   Ill-informed people with negative intentions 
fed your mind that people who since ancient times traditionally 
practiced social distancing in various cultural and vocational 
groups were bad, orthodox and discriminatory. But in present 
times, due to outbreaks and epidemics, the same people are 
advising you now to keep social distancing to protect yourself 
from pathogens. The same people who earlier laughed at 
certain groups of people for practices of washing hands and 
feet before entering home as orthodox practices are now 
promoting the same as health practices. Certain practices 
that your ancestors did were rooted not in some superstition 
as you are being told. Earlier some groups of people did not 
mingle with everybody. They did not touch certain people 
whose work made them vulnerable to diseases. In times of 
outbreak of diseases, they were the ones responsible for 
taking care of sick. But you were told that it is discriminatory 
and racist. O Valiant ones! See through their propaganda. 
Try to understand if they are trying to disrupt generations of 
wisdom systems. You are told that if medical doctors practice 
this form of social distancing and untouchability, then that is 
progressive but if such practices are rooted in your culture for 
similar reasons then that is superstition. You have to develop 
your own discerning ability to see through their propaganda. 
Remember, one who forgets the history is bound to repeat it. 
So do not ignore the ancient wisdom that has adapted itself 
through thousands of years.

K A L K I  1 : 0 5
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‘
KALKI SAYS

   Dearest Ones! It is the same people 
who gives you false promises of entitlements 
without encouraging you to work for it. Have you 
wondered why they do that? Why they talk more 
about what is your rights and not so much about 
your duty? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand it fully that the people who 
encourages you fight for your rights and not strive to 
fulfill your duties are the same sick minds who wants to 
infect you with their seductive idea of Utopian realities 
of abundance. They would demand the ruling elite to 
provide for all. They would want to take wealth from the 
rich and distribute it amongst poor. Remember, nobody 
can utilize unearned money properly. Those sick minds 
will even want the rich and successful people to feel guilty 
of their success even if they have not harmed anyone in 
the process. They would want to eliminate competitions 
altogether, calling it evil. They would rather want everyone 
to be provided necessary things rather than work for it. 
Their sick minds do not realize that competition is inbuilt 
in nature as mechanism for creating new things. O Valiant 
ones! Even your birth is due to the sperm that won against 
the other sperms! Friendly competition based on rules is 
healthy for growth of new products and arts.

K A L K I  1 : 0 6
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
   You know very well inside that you 
are entrapped through different ideologies. You 
have your own inner voice of truth but every-
time when you want to speak the truth, you feel 
silenced and you do not have answers? What is 

that they use against you?  
 O Valiant ones! 

   The weapon that the dark forces deploy 
against you is spurious logic. They weaponise logic in 
such a way that you are not defeated by arms but by 
their conceited words. They use logic to ridicule you 
badly. It is a psychological warfare and they have used 
their best ammunition against you. To win means to be 
prepared to tackle them all. Prepare yourself for logic.  
A logic can always be won by another logic and it’s ad 
continuum. Never be defeated in logic. The only way to 
win is to research and to be prepared in what you are 
talking but remember logic is a tool for development 
but not the end goal of development. Logic is simply an 
art of debate but it doesn’t necessarily mean that when 
you defeat those dark forces, you are free. Your real 
journey starts beyond logic.

K A L K I  1 : 0 7
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‘
KALKI SAYS

   You were born free and you shall 
die free wherever you stand. One of the greatest 
enemy of your freedom is the ruling elites. How 
should you carry yourself in this world for your own 
development and in the midst of all of directions 
from the ruling elites?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Ruling elites doesn’t only mean the 
political powers. You also have an inner ruling power 
inside you. Just like the  bad policies of the ruling elite  
destroys the system outside, similarly bad food habits, 
virus, bacteria and toxic thoughts destroys your inner 
working. When your outer working system and your 
inner system becomes vulnerable you are prone to be 
enslaved. You should be the master of your inner and 
outer systems. You should be able to tackle your outer 
enemies and your inner enemies like the virus, negative 
thoughts inside. O fearless one! The only way to tackle is 
to be strong. Be strong in whatever you do. If you become 
strong then that is the road map of your true inner and 
outer freedom.

K A L K I  1 : 0 8
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
   There are many ideologies at the 
moment who wants to rule the world and the 
one that targets you the most is Materialism. So 
how should you handle this? Should you follow it 
blindly? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Materialism came against the antithesis 
of capitalism. Whether it is capitalism or communism, 
human beings are interpreted in two forms, haves and 
haves not. For Materialism, human beings are nothing 
but economical tools to run the society. Let me tell 
you something. You are not only a tax payer. You are 
beyond economics. You are a human being primarily 
and the rest is secondary. You are beyond ideologies. 
No ideology can trap you. You have the right to ask and 
question the ruling powers and also its ideologies. Do 
not be the blind follower of any philosophy, as in the 
past there was physical slavery but through philosophy 
you become intellectual and mental slaves. O Valiant 
ones! Put your existence before all the system that was 
made by people like you. If you speak your mind, no 
philosophy can ever entrap you.

K A L K I  1 : 0 9
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‘
KALKI SAYS

   This parasitic mindset will raise 
their voices against private property. Why should 
they raise their voices against private property? 
Should you listen to what they have to say about 
private property.

 O Valiant ones! 

   Private property is your de-facto right. 
It is also considered to be the natural right of every 
individual yet they are against the idea of natural rights 
of private property. Fearless ones! The real private 
property is not just the physical property but the internal 
wisdoms. The internal wisdoms that you have inside you 
is your real inner private property because it cannot be 
taken away from you. The physical property is nothing 
but the manifestation of that inner property. You have 
the right to have that wisdom in you as that wisdom is 
what enables you to know the difference between right 
and wrong. They want to take your private property 
because they want you to not become independent but 
to be dependent upon  the system. You should never 
consent to your own slavery.

K A L K I  1 : 1 0
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Today in this day and age, the system 
is made in such a way that people have become 
more economically dependent upon their jobs. 
People live pay check to pay check. How should 
one survive in this situation?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The most basic right of individual is life 
but all the basic rights is dependent upon having basic 
needs. What is the right to life when you cannot sustain 
your life. You need your house, environment to sustain 
your life. In this unpredictable times, when epidemic, 
pandemics and plagues hits you and your system is 
closed down. If there is one thing that comes handy is 
farming. If you have a land and you are unto farming you 
shall survive. Today you are dependent upon the market 
for foods. When the market collapses so will your food. 
It is always good to own a land and to do some farmings 
so that in the time of natural calamities like earthquake, 
famine, plagues, pandemics you shall still survive. To 
secure basic needs such as homes, food, you should 
return to your roots and yearn to be independent.

K A L K I  1 : 1 1
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  You are someone who is a freedom 
seeker. You love your freedom beyond everything 
else. When you exercise those freedoms there are 
always critics who tackle you, so how should you 
be dealing with such negativity and those negative 
people?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Listen to me carefully. Ridicule is a great 
weapon. In this era when they cannot use force upon you, 
they unite and organize themselves against you and they 
collectively target you by ridiculing  you. They leave no 
stones unturned to ridicule you. Never be fazed when they 
do so, as they are using a psychological weapon against 
you. To tackle this psychological weapon, question them 
back. Remember darkness is dispelled by light and their 
ridicule is dispelled when you counter question them 
because had they been wise they would never pursue 
such negative tactics on you at the first place. Be strong 
and give them a befitting reply. Let them taste their own 
medicine.

K A L K I  1 : 1 2
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
   If there is one thing that you fear 
from them it is the Utopian idea of classless 
society. Should you believe that classless society 
is a good system? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Remember we all human beings are 
unique in our own ways. If we were all same, we would 
have had the same choices, same interests and same 
occupation. If we were all the same physically, mentally, 
socially and emotionally, the idea of classless society 
would have been awesome. Class is created because 
people pursue different things and they put their efforts. 
The more they put effort unto something they usually 
become successful. When you are more successful than 
your friend and enjoy a better life style than your friend 
through your own hard work, then hierarchy of class is a 
natural idea. Hierarchy of class happens due to expertise 
and success of a person in their endeavor. Classless 
society would imply that no matter how much hard work 
your put in, the reward is going to be the same. You 
are not working for yourself but for the ruling power. 
Hierarchy of class is what saves our rights from being 
taken away.

K A L K I  1 : 1 3
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‘
KALKI SAYS

   You have experienced instances 
when people just complain about your rights. 
People just ridicule you and wants you to act or 
refrain to act in a certain way. Do you know why 
we should respect others rights?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Remember rights are what you enjoy. To 
enjoy rights you should do so in a such  a way that it 
doesn’t infringes the rights of others. If you are exercising 
your right to take my rights away and if I exercise my 
rights to take your rights away, there would be no 
respect of rights. You have your rights and so do they. 
They should mind there own business and so should you. 
If they have problem of you enjoying your rights, they 
certainly have a mental issues because they want to enjoy 
their rights but doesn’t want others to do the same. It 
is a double standard. For instance, they spend so much 
money on drinks, womens, expensive parties but they 
cannot withstand any devotee offerings to God. If the evil 
ones can spend such large sum of money that could feed 
many poor people why should they not practice what they 
preach.

K A L K I  1 : 1 4
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know what is the root cause of 
all friction between people and their ideologies. 
Do you know why two people cannot agree on 
something and instead they attack each other? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   The root cause of all these friction 
between people  is perception and perception is 
based upon subjectivity. The truth that is eternal and 
omnipresent is always objective truth but various 
interpretations of that ultimate reality are nothing but 
subjectivity because subjectivity implies the perception of 
the subjects. The fight of ideology between two groups of 
people are nothing but the fight between two subjective 
interpretation of that objective reality. The tragic human 
crimes like genocide, mass exodus are nothing but the 
act based on subjectivity. The perception of their reality 
is based upon their subjectivity and they performed such 
heinous act because they thought their actions were 
true. Remember fearless ones! The fight between two 
subjective perceptions can only be dispelled by objectivity 
or objective truth.

K A L K I  1 : 1 5
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know another trick used by this 
parasitic mindset time and again to silence good 
people?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The trick that I am revealing you is 
known as “Asat Shubhechha”. This is a psychological tool 
used for harassment. It is a human nature that we yearn 
for pleasure and run away from condemnation. “Asat 
Shubhechha” is what you call criticism or condemnation by 
falsely projecting a good cause. It is a form of criticism in 
a loop or in a continuum. The person is never appreciated 
but only condemned by showing a good cause. They are 
condemned in such extreme that the person can not take 
the burden and then quits. Its a psychological harassment 
technique used by dark forces. The only antidote to such 
psychological weapon is to follow the words of Bhagawad 
Geeta. One should always perform something based on 
their duty and not through the notion of profit and loss. 
The person who performs with the notion of profit and 
loss is more prone to Asat Shubhechha then the person 
who performs their duty unconditionally.

K A L K I  1 : 1 6
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know what makes a person 
discriminate against other people? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   We all have our own subjective view 
based on our own perception. Based on that perception, 
we create our own belief system of right and wrong. 
When we create our belief system of right and wrong 
then we develop a subjective bias inside us. We tend to 
discriminate people, and build such intolerance inside 
us that we forget to view any issue based on objective 
standards. Unless it has personal meaning or significance 
to us. Remember all the intolerant voices in the society 
that you observe is nothing  but subjective bias of people. 
O Valiant ones! Always refrain from such subjective bias.

K A L K I  1 : 1 7
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  The world is nothing but the play of 
mind or the mind construct says a philosopher. 
If everything is mind construct, what is the whole 
purpose of Utopian promises?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Always remember that truth doesn’t 
sell to people easily because truth doesn’t trigger your 
brains as fanaticism and utopia does. Human brains are 
filled with emotions and cravings. Utopia and fanaticism 
triggers pleasure in your brain. Pleasure is a basic human 
instinct. Utopian and fanaticism appeals to pleasure 
therefore people are more likely to act irrational because 
their senses have blinded them. O Valiant ones! Never 
buy whatever utopia and fanaticism people sell to you.

K A L K I  1 : 1 8
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Today, the definition of equality has 
been changed from simple equality to substantive 
equality. Substantive equality is based upon 
equitable outcomes. But what should the equality 
model be based upon? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Quota system is the best example of 
substantive equality. There are classes in society not 
because the higher class exploited the lower ones. It 
is because the high classes people have worked hard 
enough to reach where they have reached today. The 
whole concept of substantive equality is performed 
through positive discrimination. Positive discrimination is 
de-facto discrimination. Remember when ruling powers 
cannot give you good education and equal playing fields, 
they then pursue substantive equality as a short temporary 
fix for a long term problem. This is not a solution but 
just elongating the problems more and more.  Equality 
should not be based on money but on wisdom. It is also 
the duty of the low class people to be inspired from high 
class and  the duty of the high class to respect, honor 
and work for the benefit of the common people.

K A L K I  1 : 1 9
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that the same parasitic 
mindset is targeting the diversity of nature and 
your culture?
 O Valiant ones! 

   This mindset wants to create 
a homogeneous society where everyone 
thinks alike, dresses alike and aspires for 
same things. Such a group is easy to control 
and manipulate. But that is very unnatural. 
Nature is full of diversity and that is its 
beauty. Likewise, human society has inbuilt 
diversity. People think differently and aspire 
for different things. Different cultures have 
different eating habits and even different 
ways of dressing. That is the beauty of 
human world. One should strive to preserve 
this diversity.

K A L K I  1 : 2 0
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  How should we view a world with open 
borders? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   We believe in universal 
brotherhood. The whole world is a family. 
But even in a family different people live 
in different rooms. Different members of 
the family have their individual privacy. 
Likewise, different countries are different 
members of the same universal family and 
have the right for their own individual way 
and lifestyle. One should be able to visit 
and live in different countries but one must 
respect the individuality and unique cultural 
ways of the country. Borders are important 
between countries as much as access to all 
countries.    

K A L K I  1 : 2 1
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Gender issues is taking the world by 
storm. People are now being open to idea of 
genders. Should the world pursue the standard 
system of male and female based on sex or based 
on gender?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Remember sex is a biological concept 
that is based on genetics and is an objective reality. It 
is not possible to have the chromosomes of a male and 
have female sexual organs because biology follows the 
genetics. Biology follows genetics and it doesn’t interpret 
genetics and then acts accordingly to its own way of 
thinking. Gender is the social, legal etc. Interpretation 
of the sexes. The whole idea of gender is that you might 
have a male body yet you can identify yourself you as 
female or any other gender that you feel is appropriate 
for you. But you should remember your sexual identity 
should not be decided by your ever changing mood 
and your perception. If your sexual identity is based on 
your perception then perception changes time to time 
but your sexual organs does not. You should follow the 
objective reality and not assume sexual identity based 
on perceptions. The society should be based on the 
relationship between men and women because through 
men and women, generation line can  continue. It is a 
contribution to the society as well as humanity.

K A L K I  1 : 2 2
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  You are that generation that has seen 
the transition of society from spiritualism to 
materialism. Today people have money, food 
and everything with them but why is materialism 
not the answer to the question on existence and 
survival? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Spiritualism is pure metaphysics. 
Materialism is the system where matter is the center 
of all undertakings and that the world is not based on 
abstract ideas but on empirical reality called matter. 
Humans have to use matter for their development and 
sustenance, but it is not the answer because as human we 
have something abstract inside us and that is not based 
on matter. If we become too possessed in materialism 
then when we are struck with plagues and viruses, it is 
the human body that gets destroyed. All the matters of 
this universe remains the same. Do not be too focused 
on materialism that you surrender your existence on the 
hands of matter. Epidemics should never be glorified and 
is the worst thing that can happen to human civilization. 
Viruses and epidemics should be taken as a wake up 
call. When humanity is in threat it is not materialism 
that comes handy because you can neither avert natural 
death or death through calamities. Only use materialism 
to the extent of improving your life and not become 
totally dependent upon it. Your journey should be from 
mortality to eternity. Materialism is not eternity. 

K A L K I  1 : 2 3
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  The world and the hierarchy of classes is 
the play of vidya (knowledge) and avidya (delusion). 
What makes a class and what makes status? Let me 
explain how vidya and avidya play an instrumental 
role in it.

 O Valiant ones! 

   Vidya is knowledge while avidya is delusion. 
The modern day education system has replaced the vidya 
with education of science, math and other subjects. When 
you study you achieve a status in the society of a learned 
person. Infact the modern day education system teaches 
you subject to create an economic identity in the market 
place. But in the traditional times, it was all about vidya or 
applied knowledge. He who received vidya and perfected it 
became the best among men because of his perseverance, 
dedication and perfection. Those who were lazy, who were 
indulged in sense gratification lost the touch of reality 
and didn’t pursue knowledge that couldn’t uplift them 
to greater status. It was exactly like someone dropping 
out of a high school in modern educational system. That 
is avidya. Avidya implies absence of vidya. It is purely 
delusion. Avidya should never be glorified because success 
leads to success and failure leads to failures.

K A L K I  1 : 2 4
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  You were always free, you could always 
speak your mind. You could believe or not believe 
in anything. You had certain liberties with you but 
now its quite different. You can neither speak your 
mind nor can you do anything in freedom. You 
will have to use a particular vocabulary or adhere 
to some other’s way of thinking. You aren’t able 
to speak your mind and do things in full liberty. 
Do you know why they do such? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Let me explain to you why they try to 
take your freedom away from you. Taking your freedom 
away from you is the first act of enslavement. First they 
enslave you and then they feed you with propagandas 
so that they can stay in power. They transform you from 
free thinkers to slaves who do not question but only 
follow the chain of command. Remember when you give 
away your freedom to them, you are enslaving yourself 
and also the future generations.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  I know that you wonder about religious 
preachers extolling their particular religion. Do 
they really know what they are talking about? 
Should you believe them? Then there people who 
claim to be atheist and feel proud of actually not 
believing in any spiritual or religious ideology. 
Often such proud people are found to be talking 
about science as religion! Should you believe 
them?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Know that you have to find it in your own 
heart the path you have to tread. If you want to be a 
scientist you have to learn it from a qualified person. If 
you want to be spiritual, learn it from a qualified person. 
You must strive to obtain the knowledge and experiment 
to experience your own truth. On your path, you will meet 
dogmatic people of all kinds. Religionism and scientism 
are both harmful for you. If you meet someone who 
believes in some god and denies scientific breakthroughs 
then know that person has closed his learning. If you 
meet a person who extols science as religion, saying, that 
they believe only in science then understand that person 
to be not a scientist as science is something you do to 
discover truth. You do not believe in science. Often such 
people who claims to be believer of science and insults 
religions are immature minds who know neither. A true 
scientist would be open minded and be ready to change 
the theories to suit the practical experiences.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  You have been told that reasoning and 
rationalism is ultimate. But is it so? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   This world is a systemic process. To 
understand it you must develop a greater mind with 
refined sensitivities to understand the subtleties of 
creation.  Surely, rationalism and reasoning are good 
tools to survive and thrive in practical matters of the 
world. But remember, rationality is a process used 
by your mind, which is a tool for your survival. There 
are greater truths that your mind cannot comprehend 
merely with rationality. Your reasoning and rationality 
can mislead you at times. Your reasoning can be even 
wrong. Your rationality can be based on false logical 
assumptions. So take all this with a pinch of salt. Try to 
thoroughly analyze everything but remember, there are 
subtleties of the universe that may appear paradoxical 
to the rational mind. It does not mean that since they 
appear as paradoxes to rational mind so it must be false. 
Rationality is limited, but you are infinite.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Who promotes the idea of making you 
feel guilty of your success?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Everyone is unique in this planet. We all 
have certain qualities that makes us unique and special. 
That is the beauty of nature. But this parasitic mindset 
does not want you to feel special. They want to create 
a homogeneous world that they can control easily. So, 
your mind is programmed by them to believe that you 
are not special. They want you to clamp your quirks that 
makes you special. They do not want you to pursue your 
unique specialty. The same social construct that feeds off 
your existence as parasite, wants to make you feel guilty 
for your success. They want you to feel bad about your 
success. They want you to feel that you do not deserve 
this success, that you have exploited the masses. It is a 
mixture of envy, fear and an attempt to control you. O 
Special One! Be free from such viruses of mind. Be bold. 
Celebrate your success.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you wonder why there are certain 
groups who despite being the oppressors claim 
victim-hood? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is an old cunning way of these deceitful 
people. They will go to any extent to exploit and even 
oppress. They will even use violence to achieve their goal. 
They will promote their ideology with all the dark forces 
they can muster. But they will try to suppress all other 
voices apart from theirs. First they will try to ignore you. 
When ignoring you becomes no longer an option then 
they will move to their nest stage. Once you call them 
out, once you put a stop or resist their oppression and 
rigid exploitation, then they would blame you for that by 
claiming false victim-hood. This is when the perpetrators 
of violence and radical ideology when unable to have 
their way will start to claim as if they are oppressed. As if 
they are being denied their freedom. Yes, their freedom 
to torture and control you. They are typical vermin in 
human garb, deriving energy from all negativity, whose 
only purpose is to have it their own way and force their 
way on you. Be aware of them and stand firm against 
them. Do not be tricked by their victim-hood narrative.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you understand the ecosystem of 
these parasites of minds who want to destabilize 
your society?

 O Valiant ones! 

   In the name of false, immature and 
fantastical notion of reality, these parasites in your 
society would want to infect you with their ideals. They 
will promote revolution to achieve it. But all they will 
offer is a childish reaction to the existing system. They 
can take opposite stance against the existing system, 
they can oppose it, but they have no solution that can 
be implemented other than a false promise. They will 
go to any extent to make you succumb to their ideas. 
They work as teams at many different levels. On street, 
they would have a team protesting and reacting to any 
mainstream system. The media team of these parasites 
will pick up on these protests and create a false sense of 
importance for the protest. They would highlight it as a 
grand revolution. Then they would activate the pressure 
group in politics to bend the rules in their favor. In the 
meantime, the lawyers and other judiciary team would be 
picking up on any action against the protests or getting 
some judicial intervention in support of the protest 
ideology. It is well orchestrated team effort. You must 
see through their false narratives and be firm in your 
truth.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you understand the hypocrisy of this 
virus like mindset?

 O Valiant ones! 

   These groups of parasites like people are 
the most poisonous hypocrites. They have one standard 
for themselves and another for others. For them, they 
would demand all kinds of rights and privileges. But 
when they are in power, they would deny others the 
same privileges that they demanded for themselves. 
They would claim to be supporters of all ways of living 
life. But in truth they would try to censure anything that 
goes against their core ideas. If they are less in number, 
they would want special treatment and privileges but 
when their numbers increase, when they gain strength, 
then they would show their true colors, then they would 
deny everybody else the privileges that they demanded 
for themselves. They would diminish all ways of life that 
do not agree with them. They would show themselves as 
most tolerant people until they meet someone who does 
not agree with their ideology. Then they become most 
intolerant.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know how they deploy censorship?

 O Valiant ones! 

   On the outset they would falsely 
claim that they are champion of free speech and open 
communication.  But their true colors are shown when 
you speak against their ideology. Then they would forget 
all the free speech and freedom of expression. Initially, 
these hypocrites would fight against all censorship in 
name of freedom of speech. But the moment they hear 
some opinion against them, they would want to censor 
that opinion in public. In academia, they even go a step 
further. They have an extended ecosystem in academic 
institutions. Here they support the intellectuals who 
support their ideology and take it forward. Any intellectual 
who disagrees with them are treated as pariah and 
ostracized from all public forums. This is their way of 
silencing dissent and differences of opinion. Ultimately, 
they would want to quash all other viewpoint by forcing 
the institutions to expel such people who disagrees with 
them.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know how they have superimposed 
their ideas on you?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Remember, these parasites are very 
clever. They have infected your education system. 
Whatever you study in school and colleges have been 
sanitized by them. Anything that does not resonate with 
their ideology is removed from your textbooks. Even 
significant contributions, ideas that changed societies, 
inventions, discoveries that shaped the world are 
removed if it shows that some other ideology is capable 
and can possibly replace their ideology. Their sole goal 
is to make you feel alienated from your culture. To make 
you not appreciate your past. To make you direction 
less. Then with their injected propaganda in your books, 
they will influence your mind. They have added their own 
propaganda in history, science, religion, etc. They have 
systematically tried to inflict their ideology, sometimes 
overtly, but mostly every so subtly on you. Be aware and 
call out their propaganda. 
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that their goal is to 
destabilize your world in the name of their 
revolution?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Be careful of their ideology. Their goal 
is to bring revolution upon you through violent means. 
They do not have any concern for your well-being, 
despite all their contrary claims. They are always on 
lookout for fractures in your social fabric that they 
can exploit and create anarchy like situation. They are 
waiting to destabilize your society and create a sense 
of mass hysteria. They know that if they project good 
things in your society, then nobody will agree to their 
idea of revolution. So they will invariably be focused on 
negativity. They thrive in such negativity. Even if there is 
no negativity, they will thrust an imagined negativity on 
you. It is their dream to see that state in society so that 
they can act on their fantasy of revolution. Avoid them 
and avoid their disruptions of society.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know why their nature is like a 
parasite?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Their ideology which is truly an infection 
of mind is parasitic in nature. Just like a parasite feeds 
off the host it thrives on, they oppose and try to destroy 
the very system they feed off from. If there is no free 
market, they cannot survive as it is the free market that 
provide them the means. Yet, they would always criticize 
free market as an evil thing. They know that without the 
mainstream, they would have nothing to oppose. Because 
opposing is their nature. Creating hurdles is their nature. 
They are not solution providers.  They are not enablers. 
They are leeches who only want to suck the blood of the 
person and make a weakling out of him/her. Any country 
that has succumbed to their ideology has destroyed 
centuries of progress. Such countries would invariably be 
a rudderless lost boat out in the sea without any direction. 
When all their promises fall flat, and people realize the 
mistake in accepting this parasitic ideology, often it is too 
late to recover. So be aware. And protect your mind from 
this infection. 
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  The society has changed drastically. It is 
the men and women who have worked together 
to move the society forward to this modern day. 
The two traits that has moved the society forward 
are masculinity and femininity. Why attack against 
masculinity today in the name of feminism?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Today masculinity has been under 
constant attack and they are targeted by various different 
words and phrases. They attack masculinity because they 
are guided by certain principles which portrays one party 
as the oppressor and another as the victim. They portray 
men the epitome of masculinity as the oppressor and 
the women as victims. They aren’t interested in men or 
women but in creating a battle between them. They talk 
about inequality not because they want to solve it. Rather, 
their aim is to get in power. They want to organize people 
and fight against the other party. This pseudo demands 
are all for power and nothing else. Attack on masculinity 
is all about victimizing men similarly attack on femininity 
is about victimizing woman. Do not be the medium for 
people to get into power by using you.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Todays day and age is the era of science. 
Today, you can hear lot of discussion invoking 
science. The notion of true and false, subjectivity 
and objectivity is settled by science. Anything that 
is decided by science becomes the truth. Science is 
the new yardstick for truth and fallacy. But having 
said, Why do people attack the opposing views as 
unscientific? Is there any truth in it?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Our society has never remained static. 
It has always been changing. The system have always 
changed like cycles. Science is based on empirical 
knowledge or sense perception. The hypothesis is tested 
by different experiments and lastly a knowledge is 
extracted from it. Science also has its limitation. Science 
is based on empiricism but metaphysics is beyond 
empiricism i.e. beyond science. So, when you criticize 
metaphysics for not being scientific, you are trying to 
assert that a well crafted poetry is not good because it 
lacks logic. Not everything can be weighed in the scale 
of science. We should simply accept that somethings are 
beyond sciences.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  One of the things that is attacked the most 
is values. People attack other people’s values and 
wants to replace or destroy them. Why do they do 
so? Whats so important about values that people 
are after it?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Values are the essence of the society. Just 
like ghee is the essence or final product of milk, oil is the 
essence of mustard similarly values are the essence of the 
cultures and traditions of the society. It takes centuries to 
form culture and values. Values reflect our inner thought 
process and belief system. It is something that they want 
to destroy. They do not want to simply destroy the values 
but to delete your whole history. After the destruction of 
your values, they are going to replace your values with 
theirs. If you do so then that is the first step towards 
mental slavery. O Valiant ones! Beware of such people and 
protect your values at all cost.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  As i have already mentioned to you that 
ridicule is one of their greatest weapon. They first  
form a group and organizes their community. 
After doing so, they mass ridicule their opponent. 
But what if after great ridiculing another person 
or concept still prevails?

 O Valiant ones! 

   When they try everything under their 
prowess to ridicule you and fail, the very next thing they 
do is to adapt with you. They make you their own. It is 
a form of bullying tactics. When they bully you and they 
fail miserably, they try to make you theirs. In fact first 
they will ridicule you then shall take it to extreme. They 
shall then pursue character assassination and if you still 
beat all the odds and defeat them, they shall then start 
praising you and will try to make you their own. They are 
nothing but bullies with no backbones. Beware of them. 
Do not try to retaliate but simply keep moving forward 
and that shall guarantee your safety.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  They are the pessimist force that dwells 
in the surface of the earth and they encourage 
people to revolt against the system. But revolting 
is a good thing so why should we be worried about 
their so called revolution?

 O Valiant ones! 

   To speak ones mind and to revolt against 
the system is the best the people can do for themselves. 
In this system, if you don’t speak you are doomed. 
Revolution is done because you are dissatisfied with the 
ruling power because they infringe your fundamental 
rights. You do not revolt so that you create a lawless 
state and then create a fertile grounds for them to come 
to the power. Remember, their whole motive is creation 
of anarchy and complete takeover of the state. Do not 
be fooled by their ideas, for you are a pawn waiting to 
be sacrificed at the right time. Remember it is never the 
people that have benefited from their revolt but they 
themselves. When they reach the power, they infringe 
your rights in every single thing. Never support anarchy 
nor some Utopian ideas.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know what is the significance of 
society focusing on gender identity?

 O Valiant ones! 

   To understand one’s identity means to 
deeply contemplate upon one’s existence to find the 
true meaning of one’s self and various manifested traits. 
It surely is a complex thing. Do not be swayed by them 
trying to make you identify primarily on your sexuality. 
Surely your body might be man or a woman’s body. 
Surely, you might have different balance of masculinity 
and feminine qualities. But you are more than that. 
Do not let them reduce your identity to mere gender 
and sexuality. In the same way, being homosexual is 
your biological and sexual symptom. If you are that, 
so be it. Nobody should shame you for that. But if you 
identify as homosexual person, then know that you are 
reducing yourself to your sexual proclivity. Do not fall 
prey to such propaganda. Realize your infinite cosmic 
self beyond your sexual inclinations.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that these parasites are 
always anti – everything? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is one thing to have an ideology and 
work for that. It is another thing to oppose the ideology 
that does not agree with you. But this parasitic mindset 
has a peculiar temperament. Their ideology seems to be 
anti everything. This is a sickness of mind. It is a mind full 
of hatred. It is a mind that is closed off to possibilities. 
The same parasites of mind are promoting their hateful 
ideology where they do not like any thing rooted in the 
culture. They are anti national as they do not identify 
with the national identity and even work to obliterate 
such ideas. For them idea of nationhood is a sign of 
backwardness and oppression. They are anti mainstream 
and always against the rules. For them mainstream is 
always a symbol of oppression. For them mainstream 
cannot be doing anything good for society. They just 
want to oppose anything that the mainstream flow wants 
to do. They merely want to take opposite stance.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know they are even anti marriage 
and anti-family?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Family is important for social 
cohesiveness. But this parasitic mindset in their immature 
idea of individual freedom, are even against the idea of 
family. In the name of liberty, these parasitic thoughts are 
destroying the family values. Union of man and woman is 
a sacred subject.  Marriage traditionally has been about 
bringing two families and two values together. The union 
between a man and a woman is no longer valid for them. 
The tradition of families are signs of oppression for them. 
They started off saying that marriage is merely a matter 
between two individual and not two families. Then in the 
name of woman’s right, they have forcefully transformed 
women into a caricature of mixture of man and woman. 
Neither man is man anymore, nor woman a woman in 
their ideology.  This is destroying marriage as they call 
this sacred union as institution and they are anti all kinds 
of institution, whether overtly or subtly.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know they want rights to be 
given to them without being held accountable for 
responsibilities?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Rights and duties go hand in hand. If 
you have rights over your body then you also have the 
responsibility to feed it and take care of it. Similarly, in 
your social or outward life, if you expect some rights from 
the society, then know that there are certain obligations 
that must be fulfilled first. Both rights and duties go hand 
in hand. But expecting rights without fulfilling duties is 
typical of such parasites. Feeling of entitlement is their 
hallmark. They want freedom to be given to them as 
they claim it is their right. But freedom cannot be given 
to someone who is shying away from responsibilities 
of handling that freedom. It takes discipline to fulfill 
responsibilities. And it takes strong desires to demand 
rights. Sipped in sensory world, the parasites and 
their ideology can demand rights but cannot fulfill 
responsibilities.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know it is them who do not want 
you to defend yourself?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Many countries allow their citizen to bear 
arms to defend themselves. Dharma says protection of 
your life is utmost important. Your right to self defense 
and preserving your existence is very important. But 
these parasites would always oppose such a thing. For 
them a strong individual is a dangerous individual. They 
do not want one individual to become so significant that 
it threatens their mass propaganda system. They do not 
want a lion that defend itself. They want sheep that can 
be herded. Remember, your foremost duty is to stay alive. 
In case of criminal danger, how will you protect yourself? 
Police forces cannot be present everywhere to defend 
you. Yes, they will come later to investigate but what if 
you have to defend yourself and/or your loved ones from 
immediate danger? Who will defend you and your loved 
ones then? You must realize that since ancient of times, 
people have equipped themselves with weapons, both 
shastra (weapon) and astra (subtle weapons).
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  The universe is always in motion and it 
has its own reality. Similarly, our system they are 
also in their own motion because they go under 
constant change to suit itself to the surroundings 
but what if there were people who wanted to 
completely destroy the system to create a new 
one?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The evolution of system is not the work 
of a day. The whole concept of progressiveness applies to 
society because society is by nature changing everyday. 
Society cannot remain stagnant for long. The system also 
changes with the society. But there are people who just 
wants to stop the evolution process and create a new 
reality under the title of revolution. These people bend 
many ways to destroy the old system because they have 
no drop of creative aspect in them. They want things to 
be as per their way instead of accepting the reality. They 
should not jeopardize million lives to satisfy their utopia. 
This is a very sadistic concept because those people are 
putting the life of millions at risk to achieve their Utopian 
idea. Never fall in their trap of accepting their vision 
without thinking about anything else. Always educate 
yourself and always have a vision because if you don’t, 
they shall hijack you and infuse their vision in you and a 
new era of mental slavery will start for you.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  I am sure you have encountered people 
who are very assertive of their ideologies and 
they blatantly dismiss other ideologies as being 
unscientific and not being practical. So what 
should you do?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The first thing you should do is to spot 
them and it is very easy to spot them. In civil dialogue, 
if they start dismissing, ridiculing your ideologies while 
you were being nice to them, they are the one that you 
should avoid. Those people will only superimpose their 
logic unto you but when you present them with better 
logic, they become intolerant. Infact such people are 
simply closed-minded people who wants to achieve 
their utopia by force of idiocy. They simply know that 
they are below standard and gentlemen wouldn’t lower 
their standard for them by discussing or fighting with 
them. Such people need reality check. The best way for 
reality check is to always ask smart questions because 
they are blinded by their ideologies and to have smart 
answers means to be logical. Being logical is the last 
thing they would prefer in this universe.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  It is nice to be sensitive to people and to 
respect them. This is a very noble way or a very 
gentlemen thing to do to abstain from using words 
that can hurt people and groups. But when should 
we be worried about being politically correct?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Being correct and being politically correct 
are two different things. Being correct is saying things as 
it is but being politically correct is saying things people 
want to hear so that you do not offend people. This is only 
good to the extent if it isn’t used as a weapon against 
people. Truth is not always sweet like being politically 
correct is. Truth requires to be told the way it is but they 
hide behind the veil of political correctness and attacks 
you so as to portray you as insensitive, racist or other 
derogatory terms. This is the best tactic of character 
assassination for telling the truth that they have which 
has to be stopped. We should all learn how to embrace 
truth because denying truth doesn’t change the truth.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  In day to day dealings I am sure you 
have come across people who are by default the 
definition of ugliness as they always respond with 
opposing view no matter how truth you speak to 
them. People simply ignore such people because 
they don’t want to engage with negative people. 
Do you know how you should tackle them?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Dealing with such polarity responders 
or those who always respond negatively whatsoever is 
a very hard experience to deal because neither do their 
negativity nor their stupidity comes to an end. When 
people act in such a way as like always being a polarity 
responder, always counter question them and ask them 
to produce logics. This is the only way to win the situation 
because polarity responders are irrationals because had 
they been rational, they would never sabotage their 
image for negativity.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  What is the first thing that you feel is 
destroyed inside you when you have to deal with 
such negativities? What do those negativities 
destroy in you?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The first thing they destroy inside you is 
your good virtues. They are not simply attacking you but 
also attacking your good virtues because good virtues are 
their enemies. Good virtues like compassion, empathy, 
positivity should always be cultivated inside your heart. 
Their sole aim is to uproot all your good virtues and 
replace them with their negativity. You as a nice human 
being should always cultivate good virtues and defeat 
their negativities both physically and mentally. The best 
you can do is to persevere because their negativities is 
the seed of their own destruction.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that this mindset has 
destroyed your universities?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Universities have traditionally been a 
place of learning. Where you are given an environment 
to do critical thinking and expand your mind. But instead 
of expanding your mind to various aspects of truth, they 
engage your mind in irrelevant non-issues.  Not only 
they teach contempt for the country but divided human 
beings based on race and ethnicity. More and more, 
these universities are becoming places of discrimination. 
If not based on race and color, then this discrimination 
will be of ideologies. You are taught to shut down those 
who differ with you, not to debate them. In humanities 
and liberal arts fields things are worse as their political 
ideology has made home. You are taught to place feelings 
over reason - which is a guaranteed route to eventual 
evil. 
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know how this parasitic mindset 
is ruining art expressions?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Before this parasitic mindset poisoned 
the arts, art was intended to elevate the viewer (or 
listener). But to this mindset, “elevate” is a meaningless 
term; it is far more at home depicting urine, fecal matter, 
and menstrual blood. For them, there is no place for 
sublime. To these parasitic mindset, there is no spiritual 
realms so their arts will naturally be devoid of subtler 
dimensions that provoke your perspective to jump to 
higher dimensions. For them, art is reduced to political 
activism or social grossness or reduction of human 
psyche to day to day ordinary. Petra,  a sculpture made 
in 2010, a lifelike representation of a policewoman 
squatting down and urinating is an example of that 
sickness. Or in 2013, how the Orange County Museum 
of Art in California placed a huge 28-foot sculpture of a 
dog outside the museum, where it periodically urinates 
a yellow fluid onto a museum wall. Is it uplifting? To this 
parasitic mind, that’s considered art.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that this mindset would 
talk about free speech but call it hate speech if 
you say something that they do not agree with?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Free speech is about right to say your 
inner expression of your truth. It is about speaking your 
mind. But this parasitic mindset do not believe in that. 
Yet they claim to be champion of free speech. They do 
not understand that the whole point of free speech is 
allowing the expression of opposing ideas, including 
what we consider “hate speech.” But in their fanatic 
narrow-mindedness, they will not allow opposing ideas. 
For them free speech is what you say in favor of their 
ideology. What you say against their ideology is hate 
speech. At the same time, they would try to project 
themselves as champion of free speech. It is a very 
deep-seated sickness along with cunning manipulations 
to merely spread their mental disorder.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know how this parasitic mindset 
has deluded the women into utmost suffering and 
misaligned lifestyle?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Women are the nurturer of the world. 
Or femininity is the nurturer of the world. But this is 
outdated concept for this mindset. They want to make 
a man out of every woman. Instead of leaving it as a 
choice for women to decide what they want to do, they 
want to impose their ideas on them. This mindset has 
made innumerable women unhappy, even depressed, 
with its decades of lying about how female sexual 
nature and male sexual nature are identical - leading to 
a “hookup” culture that leaves vast numbers of young 
women depressed and its indoctrinating of generations 
of young women into believing they will be happier 
through career success than marital success.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know how this mindset has 
tampered with your ancestral appreciation of 
nature?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Nature or Prakriti has been considered as 
divine by your ancestors.  You were since ancient times 
taught that you have to respect nature, live in harmony 
with it and conserve it with various deep-seated cultural 
practices. You were imbibed with the notion that you are 
nature. But now this mindset takes that away from you. 
First, they shamed you for your ancestral practices of 
nature appreciation. But they want to appear as champion 
of environmental causes. They project themselves as 
guardian or overlord of nature. That we are so powerful 
that we can take control over it and preserve it from 
outside. Nature does not need to be saved. You and your 
people need to be saved from your own actions against 
the nature. Nature will recover itself in no time. The 
whole of human existence is nothing in comparison with 
nature’s timespan. You need to understand and emulate 
what your ancestors practiced for nature appreciation 
and living in harmony with nature so that nature helps 
you prosper.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that this mindset has 
created a propaganda that religion is evil and 
causes violence?

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is true that human society has seen 
great violence. But what  kind of ideologies are violence 
prone. What ideologies prepare its follows for violence. 
You must carefully examine this. Know that they have 
created spread this idea in society that religion gives rise 
to violence.  Truth be told, their ideology has caused more 
violence than any other ideology. Most violent incidents of 
the world, which has killed millions, imprisoned millions 
and shattered the way of life for more than that has been 
caused by people who got seduced by their parasitic 
ideology. But they will never admit it. For them, their 
ideology is revolution needed for the world. This is a sick 
justification of false equality that gives rise to autocratic 
systems that invariably turn against the very same people 
it promised to stand for and uplift. 
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that they would try to 
appear as champion of minority rights but in turn 
harms them the most?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This parasitic mindset is very 
dangerous for cohesiveness of society. By claiming to 
be humanitarians, they would create a false narrative 
of exploitation of some minority group. Or if there has 
been violence against certain minority group for any 
non related reason, they would spin it to make it look 
like they were victim of some oppression. Once they 
convince the minority that their suffering is deliberately 
caused by some other power, they want to exploit them 
for their own political gain. Their propaganda to work for 
minority rights without understanding the core issues 
has caused more harm to them than helped them. Instead 
of assimilating in mainstream society, their agenda has 
ostracized them even more. Their affirmative actions has 
resulted in greater drop outs from schools, universities 
and created a vast gap in performance verses expectation 
on real life situations.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that this ideology is so 
deceiving that to get their way they will even lie 
in courts?

 O Valiant ones! 

   For them there is no uprightness. To 
achieve their goal they will not shy away from even lying. 
This they justify as all for the greater good. But whose 
greater good? Invariably, its not the people they claim to be 
supporting but their own vested ideologies. Understand 
their propaganda that they will not even shy away from 
misrepresenting themselves in court of law. Even if it 
means to support or wrongly claim to be belonging 
to some other ideology, they would surreptitiously do 
that too. Ideologically very different from dharma, they 
will not even shy away from falsely calling themselves 
dharmic just so to gain right to seek favors from court 
of law so that they can get their way.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that while resorting to 
violence, they will call you violent?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand their propaganda. To get 
their way, they will resort to violence. They will threaten 
your way of life. They will try to impose their ways on you. 
They will spread lies. They will even resort to forceful 
means and harm you. They will even perpetrate atrocity 
and violence on you to force you to tow their line. They 
will any trick in their book to force and coerce you. And if 
you resist then they will blame you as perpetrator. If you 
ever so slightly stop them from harming you, they and 
their whole propaganda machinery will get in action and 
call you violent instead! They will use violence against you 
in every possible way, but their propaganda machinery 
including their minions in media will not highlight it. The 
moment you resist their violence, the moment you give 
a fitting reply to their atrocities, their whole propaganda 
machinery will get active and blame you as perpetrator. 
Whatever evil they are committing, they will try to pin it 
on you and blame you for everything.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know why their propaganda 
spread so fast?

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is easy for negativity to spread than 
positivity. In nature there is a peculiar arrangement. 
Dense, dark forces and their ideas are easy to spread than 
message of love and positivity. Perhaps sensationalism 
and darkness are caught by brain with ease. Perhaps 
because of Tamasic nature of Prakriti on earth.  They 
exploit it to their end effectively. Their main method is 
to write as much as they can. They keep writing even if 
they are wrong. Most of their writing will be focused on 
negative, anti establishment and anti everything. Often 
wrapped in a victim-hood narrative, they try hard to 
appeal to your empathy and sympathy. Sometimes it is 
easy to see through their propaganda and sometime their 
propaganda is very subtle. If you pinpoint their mistake, 
they will ignore you at first. They believe in spreading 
themselves by flooding the public space of thoughts with 
their narrative.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know how they control the media?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Media is considered as important aspect 
of society. As a mean for disseminating information, 
news, entertainment, culture, arts et al,  media becomes 
vital in everyone’s life. This parasitic mindset understands 
the significance of media. They encourage their minions 
to occupy important positions in media houses. They 
are supposed to protect others who are working for 
the propaganda and also act as medium to disseminate 
further propaganda to infect fresh minds. They use their 
appearance effectively in influencing people. In media, 
they would define what is ethical media and correct way of 
doing news. Despite being biased and full of propaganda. 
They hide it. Promoting their media houses as sane, 
impartial, they would try to convince public that other 
are not true and only their media houses are impartial.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know what other psychological 
tool they use to win argument?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand this term ‘Whataboutry’. 
It means if someone says something that refutes their 
propaganda, then they would ask counter question in the 
form of “What about this or what about that”. The sole 
aim being to deflect and divert from the issue at hand 
and discredit the whistle blower. In turn to protect their 
ecosystem of parasitic propaganda. If you call them out 
on their mistake by giving logical refutation, then instead 
of replying to the refutation, they will make some other 
personal accusation on the character trait of you and try 
to discredit you. Through that they will try to hoodwink 
you into logical fallacy. They will avoid arguments when 
they know they are  wrong and instead make character 
accusation and other unrelated accusations to prove their 
crime as right thing to do.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  The people that I am referring to are 
those people who demand information to be 
given to them. They ask everyone that they do not 
agree, to give proof to them or that they demand 
information from them. Do you honestly think 
you should start showing proof or evidences and 
information to them?

 O Valiant ones! 

   No person in this universe can ask you 
for your information unless if it is the legal authority 
or you are required to do so voluntarily, because you 
have the right to privacy that protects you from forceful 
demand of private information. Right to privacy is your 
right to protect yourself from people who could prey 
on the information that you provide. Secondly, never 
try to produce evidence to allegations from the other 
party because even in the law, the accepted principle is 
that he who makes claims should produce the evidence. 
Responding to them with best evidence is a no brainer 
because the onus is on them to produce evidence. They 
are just setting a trap for you or they are giving you 
a platform to self annihilate. If they make allegations, 
always ask them about their proofs, their research. Never 
be gullible enough to believe whatever they say. Always 
respect others privacy and always opt for privacy to save 
yourself from predators.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know how they use donation?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Donations are not given for name and 
fame. It is done with secrecy and it is not important 
for the public to know. O Valiant ones! Whenever a 
natural calamities happens, when the government is 
actively controlling funds, these dark forces always 
asks information as to how much religious leaders, 
organizations, different ideological organization have 
contributed with proofs. This is a direct attack on right 
to privacy because even if a person donates or not 
donates,  why should they let it be known to these dark 
forces? Donations are always given in secrecy because 
if a person donates and lets the world be known, it is 
not donation at all but merely self publicity. Many good 
people sincerely donate to causes, so why should their 
names and the amounts be publicized or made known 
to the world. It is also no surprise that the person who 
demands the information of donations are the ones who 
haven’t donated at all because all they do is to criticize 
and criticism is free. Good people do not criticize much 
anyway. Only dark forces criticize everything without any 
solid standing. Beware of them and counter question 
them as to how much have they donated to make such 
demands.
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KALKI SAYS

      
  This is the information age and digital 
globalization. Every information today is now  
digitalized and globalised with a simple click. 
Digital platforms have been the best mediums to 
connect with people and for information purposes 
but the dark forces have used the digital platforms 
for digital shaming. Why do they do such?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Digital shamming is a low level smearing 
tactics used by the dark forces to take down their target. 
They select photos, audio bytes, videos etc. They temper 
those and portray them in such a way that it ridicules 
their targets and smears them with false propagandas. 
They take things out of context and present it in a way 
to mislead people or to create a negative brand of their 
targets. They do such with the amour of right to self 
expression and free speech. Never ever mistake digital 
shamming for good intentions. Digital shamming is purely 
a character assassination tool used by those dark forces in 
the name of press, self expression. Never silence yourself 
from the fear of character assassination because that is 
what they want from you. You cannot win the dark forces 
through love but through the same techniques that they 
use upon you. If they sham you, sham them back and let 
them know how their own venom tastes like. 
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  I have already mentioned about shamming 
and other psychological warfares they use upon you to 
silence you. The worst or the tactics that is in the top 
of the hierarchy which never is full proof way to silence 
anyone is character assassination. What should you do 
so to save yourself from character assassination?

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is a great irony that the dark forces look for 
the content of your character, when they have to bring you 
down because they do not have one. Even if they have, it is a 
pseudo one. Whenever you become famous or whenever you 
talk sensible or against them, they gather all the information 
about you and they proceed to their best weapon in their 
arsenal, that is character assassination. First let me tell you 
why do they character assassinate you in the first place. They 
assassinate your character so that people attach negative 
emotions to your image. Nobody likes to be associated with 
the evil. The character assassination is a deliberate attempt 
to portray you in a negative light so that when people think 
about you, negative emotions are triggered inside. This is 
how they attack you and character assassinate you. Now, the 
question arises what if you have a clean character, how would 
they assassinate your character. In that case, they create 
one themselves, publicize it widely to execute character 
assassination. For instance, they shall cook up fake stories to 
create allegation and to breed confusion in people and after 
that they pursue the character assassination. Beware of such 
people and resort to law for defamation against them.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Dark forces are everywhere. They have 
contaminated your foods, information, news, 
publications and your environment. They always 
start small but in no time they breed and spread 
like virus. How are they able to do so and how 
should you tackle them?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Their action plans can be explained 
through the example of a virus. Virus is always an 
external object which enter into your system and then 
it finds a host cell then it multiplies. Once it start to 
multiplies, it spreads rapidly. Similar are the dark forces. 
They are always an external object in the society. They 
first find a host. The host is the media and press. They 
then use the media and press to multiply and spread 
their thoughts and propagandas. Doing that, they then 
infect other people and turn them into their propaganda 
vehicle. First their host was the media and press to spread 
and when they propagate themselves through the press 
and media, the infected people become their new host 
and through the new host, the dark forces then starts 
expanding. The dark forces are like virus which rapidly 
multiples to spread their ideas. There is only one way to 
combat this dark force and that is through wisdom. Only 
wisdom can prepare you to fight them because wisdom 
develops your brain and increases your ability to discern 
their attack. It is exactly how light dispels darkness. Make 
yourself wise to protect yourself from those viruses.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  How do they use blame game and conspiracy 
to infect minds?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Blame game is shifting the blame of yours 
to another. It means you make a mistake and you put the 
blame on someone else. This is a fine form of conspiracy 
because these dark energies always works in groups. They do 
something negative and they put all the blame on you so that 
you are prosecuted for another’s action and deeds. In case of 
some epidemic, some virus or pathogen spreading through 
the world, the two rival countries will blame each other for 
causing the epidemic. It does not matter if the cause of 
epidemic is not clear. Whatever be the cause, the blame game 
is played between the country so as to tarnish the image of 
rival country. Whenever you find yourself being blamed for 
things you have done, remember that you are the subject of 
blame game. Always ask people who blame you to produce 
evidence because if people blame you without evidence, they 
will be the one who will look stupid. Just don’t try to prove 
your innocence. They will ask for justification and from all 
your justification they will find ways to tie you with the act 
that you haven’t done. Remember it’s a psychological game, 
the only way to defeat them is to respond psychologically.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that they influence the 
judges and get judgment in their favors for legal 
matters? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   They rig judgments to influence public 
opinions. Dark forces always work in groups and have 
rock solid unity. These dark forces spread like viruses 
from mind to mind. Their ideologies are exactly like the 
viruses. Dark ideologies are abstract viruses. Through 
these abstract viruses, they unite people and all the 
infected people begin speaking the same language. 
When they communicate, they do it through their media, 
pressure groups to form public opinions, through the use 
of invoking emotion in people and creating false images. 
When they manage to do so, they gather peoples trust, 
they organize themselves and then speak. The judges 
and the juries are impacted by their narratives and they 
would not want to go against the dark forces because 
they also fear humiliation. So, the judges adjudicate in 
their favor even if evidence do not support. It is a direct 
attack on judicial system and against the integrity of the 
judges. Never believe their narrative. They project good 
things and sell dark forces to you. If you support them, 
you become their agent.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know the how they delude you  
and distance you from reality to make you dance 
to their parasitic tunes?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The easiest tactic they use against you is 
misinformation or misrepresentation of facts with sole 
aim of targeting your soft softs so that you transform 
into their agent. But remember, truth will set you free. 
Truth always lead to truth and lie leads to more lies. Lies 
is the way which deviates people from truth. One  need 
a trigger for people to succumb to falsity therefore they 
purposefully either misrepresents or over exaggerates 
the facts. This exaggeration shall trigger animosity 
in you. For instance, if a girl is raped near the border 
between two countries, the media with the influence of 
dark forces shall misinform the public that the rape of 
the girl might have been caused by the army of the other 
side. This misrepresentation triggers animosity and they 
use it against the other party. Beware of misinformation. 
Always think, research before being impulsive.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know how they use human traits 
of maximize pleasure and minimizing pain ? 

 O Valiant ones! 

   Humans are inclined towards pleasure 
and repulsed by pain. I want you to know that the dark 
forces use this as a  weapon to provoke you into doing 
their biding. Since, they know that you are greatly 
motivated to maximize your pleasure they leave no 
stones unturned to promise you pleasure so that you 
could surrender your liberty to them. The dark forces 
are no different than the drug peddlers who gets you 
hooked to toxic pleasures so that you give away your 
freedom of conscience, thoughts, speech everything for 
the promised short term pleasure. Never fall in the trap 
of seeking unnecessary pleasure because pleasure is a 
bait used by dark forces to infect you. Always chose your 
liberties before your sensory pleasures.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know about this latest trend of  
“cancel culture”?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The cancel culture is the tactic used 
by this parasitic mindset to suppress diverse voices of 
people. It is a practice of open discrimination. If they do 
not like someone’s ideas, to stop that person from voicing 
their opinion in public, first thing they do is to organize 
themselves in groups, bombard the venue before hand 
and try and stop the event from happening or create 
pressure through social medias to cancel the event. This 
is the cancel culture. They do their best to ‘cancel’ your 
work, ‘cancel’ your events, to suppress your voice if you 
happen to raise it and it differs from their ideology. This 
is a direct attack on the dignity of a human being yet 
they always get away with it because they never do it 
single handedly. They always protest in groups therefore 
it is very hard to ignore them. The best way to tackle 
them is to form your own groups. If they can unite to 
manipulate you, then you should also unite to respond to 
them. Remember, truth shall prevail in the end.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that this mindset is so sick 
that they will extol perpetrators as activists?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand that their motive is solely 
to stand against the mainstream. If there are terrorist 
attack against the mainstream, then without any 
moral compunction, this sick mindset would begin to 
extol these terrorists as activists. For them violence is 
a justified mean to reach their end goal. So obviously 
when they see violence against the establishment, they 
salivate to become the ally of all such perpetrators. 
They perhaps do not even agree to the ideology of the 
terrorists. But for them, it does not matter as long as 
they can continue their attack on the mainstream. To 
them, the heinous crimes against humanity is activism 
and the cruel terrorists are misguided youths. Their 
fake narratives are toxic opportunistic strategy that is 
detrimental for all.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that their main goal is 
political activism?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand their superficial psychology. 
Sometimes a nation has to take tough stand to tackle 
problems so that the nation prospers and the citizens 
become empowered. But their sick mindset is not 
interested in true welfare of people. They are not 
interested in the complexity of any situation. If the society 
faces a problem, they will not care to get to the root of 
it. All they want is to pander to the populist beliefs and 
take superficial actions to cater to that. Their ultimate 
goal is to derive political mileage through these populist 
measure. In the long term, their intention consistently 
remains to over throw the mainstream ruling elite and 
establish themselves in power.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that this mindset is 
monitoring your workplace also ?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Be aware of this parasitic mindset that 
has polluted many workplaces. This sickness of mind has 
spread its tentacles even in your workplace. You might 
have an opinion about world at large, which perhaps may 
be unrelated to your work. Be aware that your opinion 
reflects if you believe in their sick ideology or are against 
it. And many workplace has been already infected. 
People in power centers of workplaces are themselves 
infected or are under control of infected people outside 
who can affect things in the workplace. You should be 
aware, that this parasitic mindset is monitoring you for 
conformance. If you say anything other than what they 
call as tolerant and open minded viewpoint, then they 
will show their intolerance and closed mindedness and 
banish you.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that your cultural icons are 
their target?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This mindset is all set to change your 
environment. Society has many influencer. Any public 
personality that they do not approve of is sure to face 
their intolerant wrath. Ironically, they do it in the name 
of tolerance. Because their propaganda machinery is 
so widespread and internalized now, this irony is often 
missed by gullible public. It does not matter if that 
influencer is dead or alive, if the influencer expressed 
opinion in past or in present, if it is written in holy 
scriptures that you adulate or if it is some discoverer in 
scientific community. This parasitic mindset has a vast 
web of monitors scanning the influencer in the society. 
If they find some idea that threatens their ecosystem, 
they launch an orchestrated attack on that idea and the 
source of the idea. Be aware and understand their game.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that your Online source of 
information is sanitized?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Be aware about your trusted Online 
portals. Find out if what you think is objective information 
is actually the very same parasitic infected mindset 
spoon feeding you their propaganda disguised as facts. 
Know that the Online portals that you often visit to seek 
information on general or specific topics are mostly 
controlled by this very same mindset that does not want 
you to form your own opinion. Even the public forums 
or public information archives are controlled by this 
organized mafia of ideology. If you want to give your 
contribution to the Online knowledge archives, be sure 
that their censorship editors will tame down your article, 
and if your article exposes their agenda or contradicts 
their standpoint, then you will be shunned. It is a very 
well-organized system spread across the world.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that they are sponsoring and 
controlling your films and television programs?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Be careful about what you feed your mind 
in name of entertainment and news. Watch carefully the 
movies that you entertain your minds with, the television 
series that you watch, the advertisements that run in 
between them.  Understand the hidden and subliminal 
messages that they want you to assimilate. See if it is 
them who are trying to peddle their propaganda through 
the entertainment mediums. Dearest ones! This whole 
television and movies industry is a propaganda platform. 
And more and more it is being used to manufacture 
consent and create an obedient audience who will follow 
their ideology. Be aware. I am not stopping you from 
entertaining yourself with films and television programs. 
I am asking you to be aware that all entertainments leaves 
some or the other impression in your subconscious, so it 
is extremely vital to chose it wisely.  
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KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know that the social media 
platforms that you read and share information 
with the world is also monitored, controlled and 
sanitized by them?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand that there are no unbiased 
and free popular social media platform. Most are 
sanitized. Either the owner has been infected by this 
parasitic propaganda or they are controlled by this 
parasitic agenda through investment. Any content, that 
does not fall in the line that the master puppeteers of this 
parasitic ideology prescribe, are censored or blocked by 
their minions. You might be under the impression that 
the social media platforms are for the people to express 
whatever opinions they have. Sure, as long as you 
express their opinions, you are okay. But the moment 
you say something that is original and threatens their 
ecosystems they will launch a concerted attack on you.
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KALKI SAYS

  Do you know that if you become powerful 
then you will be given choice to join their group?

 O Valiant ones! 

   There is another way they grow and spread 
their tentacles. They have different means and ways for 
people at different strata of society. For common working 
class, they use other tactics of misinformation and various 
mode of propaganda. But they have softer approach 
for people who are at high impact level in society. Be 
it writers, entrepreneurs, artists, or any such influencer. 
If you manage to achieve success and become a social 
influencer then you will be screened and monitored. They 
will try to cajole you to join their bandwagon of parasitic 
mafia. Then you will have a choice to sell your originality 
and tow their line or be pushed to obscurity through some 
or other excuse. Be aware. They even resort to falsely 
framing you in some criminal conspiracy to get you out 
of their way if you do not join them or succumb to their 
pressure.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know it is very difficult to make 
them see the truth?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Infected people usually become blind 
to logical reasoning. They enter a vicious loop where 
they only read and believe the information that resonate 
with their ideology. They will ignore any new piece of 
information that contradicts their propaganda. Some 
do it deliberately because they have no belief in much 
they hear about because they themselves engage in 
creating propaganda to influence. They know that any 
public information is a propaganda and they disbelief 
even truth thinking that it is propaganda. For them the 
world is a hostile and gullible arena that they have to win. 
Others are blinded by these manipulators. They blindly 
follow the parasitic propaganda and become immune 
to logical reasoning. They usually never read any other 
information that contradicts their infected mindset. They 
expose their minds to only the sanitized versions their 
parasitic masters have devised for them.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

  Do you know like cancel culture in 
academia, there is an extremist culture of destroying 
other’s ideological yet historical monuments and 
sites?

 O Valiant ones! 

   There is a new trend in the society. 
It is the one of the versions of cancel culture but in a 
more aggressive way. People now demand every historic 
monument that depict history of particular country 
which is not up to their standards or against their own 
philosophies to be destroyed, brought down, name 
changed etc. They should absolutely not be allowed to 
do so because it is the history of a particular society. The 
history of any particular society is a fact and the fact cannot 
be less true or truer based on what people feel. History 
is history, people should simply learn to adapt with their 
history. Monuments are created to show facts about what 
happened in the past. People cannot change their history 
just because they don’t like their history. If because of 
the pressure from dark forces, if ruling powers start to 
follow their narrative then this is a direct attack against 
your right of self-expression. Why should they allow to 
destroy big monuments of kings and famous people. 
Can the people who ask for such destruction replace the 
statue of big historical personality and replace them with 
theirs? It is simply not possible and feasible.
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‘
KALKI SAYS

      
  Do you know how blinded they are 
towards religion?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This parasitic mindset is so full of hate 
and negativity that they cannot see anything good in any 
religion. They have made up their mind that religion is 
false. They have decided that they have to stand against 
all religions. They do not care what the religion proclaims. 
For them, the only reason why they look at a religion is 
to find faults in it. With that closed mindedness, they 
can never understand the sublime nature of truth or 
even iota of good things prescribed by the religion. It is 
possible that a particular religion has a lot of negativity 
and bad traits. But it is impossible for a religion to not 
have at least one good trait. But this parasitic mindset is 
so biased and full of hate that they will not see that trait 
at all. If they notice that particular trait then instead of 
seeing it as positive trait, they will see it as negative. 
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  Do you know how they have tampered 
with your history?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The history that you read in schools and 
colleges have been tampered by these very parasitic 
mindset. For them history is not about preserving 
the truth of past. For them history is merely a tool to 
propagate their propaganda. And they effectively use 
this tool. They have cleverly altered your history so that 
you do not connect with your past and learn from it. They 
have projected your history in such a negative light that 
you will be compelled to feel bad about your past and 
disown it. That is their motive. To alienate you from your 
past. So that you become a vulnerable target for them to 
inflict their propaganda and infect you. Become aware! 
Understand your past better. Look beyond the history 
books that you have been served. Do not fall prey to 
their propaganda. Unlearn their propaganda and strive 
to find the true history of your past.
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  Do you know how they use political 
activism to fight their ego battle?

 O Valiant ones! 

   In your society, activism and protests are 
your right given by the system, to put forth your demand 
so that the rulers are forced to see your demand and 
meet it. But this parasitic mindset has hijacked this very 
right from you. On the outset, it may appear that they 
are also doing protests to demand something from the 
system or the rulers. The truth is far more twisted than 
this. Their main goal is just protest and political activism. 
The actual demand, the very premise of their protest is 
secondary for them. Even if the system agrees to their 
demands, it is not enough for them. For their goal is 
sinister. They want to show to the system and mostly 
to you, that they can bring the system and rules to their 
knees. They will force the rulers to send their topmost 
representative to them to agree to their demands as it is 
all a political statement for them. It is a battle of ego for 
their parasitic mind.
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  Do you know that this parasitic mindset 
wants the ruling system to focus primarily on 
economic wellbeing and economic rights?

 O Valiant ones! 

   You have been forced to believe that 
economic prosperity should be the focus of all growth. 
This is a subtle weapon that they have used to destroy 
your overall wellbeing. Dearest one! You must understand 
that foremost is food and health. You need to eat and 
you need to stay healthy in your body and mind. This 
is the first priority. Any system that claims to work for 
you, should address this basic need. Then comes your 
satisfaction and happiness in life. It does not matter how 
much wealth you have or how big an empire you create. 
Ultimately, all boils down to your inner satisfaction and 
happiness. If you do not have satisfaction and happiness, 
then all is wasted. So these two should be focus after 
that. Economic prosperity could be the way to achieve 
these goals. Economic prosperity  can be the means,  but 
cannot be the goal. You should be determined about your 
goal, and flexible on your approach. 
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  Do you know that it is this mindset that 
promotes abortion as your individual right?

 O Valiant ones! 

   It is not your right to kill any being. You 
have no right to deny possibility of life for anyone. But 
they have seduced you into believing that it is your right 
to chose if you want a child or not. Abortion is similar to 
murder. And just like murder is a crime, abortion also 
is a crime. Even the rape victim does not have right for 
abortion. In that extreme case, if the victim does not want 
to rear the child, the state should make arrangements for 
such a child. You have been misled by this mindset that it 
is not about that potential child but it is about you. That 
it is your individuality that has the right for determining 
the choice. Dearest one! Understand that just like your 
life is important for you, all forms of life are important for 
them. So do not fall prey to their propaganda of individual 
choice. 
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  Do you know that they say that divinity 
and divine power does not exist?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This is one of their biggest lies. Through 
their propaganda system, they project that only matter 
is true. There is nothing beyond matter. They extol 
science as ultimate truth. Even though science is open 
to possibilities but they are closed to all possibilities.  
You are told by them that divinity does not exist. You 
are made to believe that there is no subtle and sublime 
nature of the world. All that exists can be experienced 
through senses. But the truth is it is a false claim by 
people who are deliberately covering their eyes. If you 
close your eyes shut and lock yourself in a dark room 
then obviously you cannot see the sun outside! Dearest 
one! Do not fall prey to their false propaganda. Divinity is 
a matter of experience. It is like you must open your eyes 
to see the sun. You must become open to experiences to 
know divinity.
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  Do you know they promote you to glorify  
fake sacrifice?

 O Valiant ones! 

   They know that sacrifice is a noble cause. 
They know that you will resonate with ideas greater than 
your regular life and will be willing to make sacrifices 
for some greater goal. They use this temperament in 
you negatively. This parasitic mind creates a narrative 
of fake glory. For that they create a fake ideal.  They 
will glorify this ideal as the ultimate thing to achieve. 
Their propaganda will show this fake ideal as a thing 
you should aspire for. They will convince you that you 
want to achieve this ideal. Once you are infected by 
this mindset, then  they will lay down the path to this 
ultimate glory. This path will invariably involve you to 
sacrifice your time, your effort and ultimately your life. 
They will even glorify that you sacrificing your life for 
their cause is supreme. Dearest one! Be aware of their 
false propaganda. Many have fallen prey to their fake 
glory and sacrificed their precious life. 
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  Do you know that they provoke you to 
violence?

 O Valiant ones! 

   You are naturally peaceful. They know 
you are naturally nonviolent. So they go to great length to 
convince your mind that violence is inherent in you. They 
force you towards violence because their propaganda 
demands it. They create a fake reality to provoke you 
towards violence. To provoke you, they will make your 
world look totally oppressive. They will try to convince 
you that you are a victim of some fake perpetrator. That 
there is injustice done to you. That you must raise your 
voice against that injustice. Or they will create a grand 
idea behind violence. They will convince you that if you 
do this violent revolution then you will achieve greatness 
as they target deserves it because they are bad. One way 
or the other, their main goal is to incite you to commit 
violence to your fellow beings. But they are very clever. 
They will first convince you that your violence is justified.
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  Do you know that they call religion as 
drug?

 O Valiant ones! 

   They claim all religions are mere drugs. 
They say that religion makes people addicted to it and 
they stop seeing the truth. But the truth is far from their 
false claim. In truth they are worse than drug themselves. 
They are like virus. As a parasite, their only motive is to 
spread themselves. They will delude the mind to make 
home for their ideology. Very cleverly, they try to copy 
the religious traits on the outside. They also create a big 
personality that they derive inspiration from. They also 
develop specific mannerism, vocabulary and ways. They 
are successful in coping the outer layers of religions as 
it helps them in moving the masses towards them. But 
they are unable to copy the inner strength and core of 
religion. Their parasitic ideology is devoid of that inner 
beauty and remains a hollow shell of empty promises.
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  Do you know that they use all kinds of 
negativity as false signs of achievement?

 O Valiant ones! 

   You inherently know what is a meritorious 
quality and what is not meritorious.  Everyone has basic 
intuitive understanding of what is rightful action and 
what is a crime. It is natural to feel connected with the 
land that you are born in. One has emotional connection 
with one’s land. You might feel good about your nation.  
You might even be a patriot and want to support and 
contribute in your nation’s growth. You might be happy 
about social unity and the idea of nation. But this 
parasitic mindset does not believe in these virtues. Not 
only that, they glorify anti-virtues. They will proudly call 
themselves as anti-national and be proud of it. They will 
try to shame you if you proclaim yourself as nationalist.  
Their goal is to destabilize the nation and bring it to 
level of anarchy because then their idea of revolution 
can be executed.
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  Do you know that this parasitic mindset 
has systematically written books elucidating their 
strategy to take over the world?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This parasitic mindset spreads like a virus. 
Just like a virus gets inside the cell system and disrupts 
the health system from inside, where no medicine works 
after a stage, this parasitic mindset behaves similarly. 
Their masterminds have even published books that are 
available boldly in public space, even you can read it. 
They have methodically listed their strategy. How they 
prescribe to destabilize the society into anarchy like 
situation. Once anarchy level is achieved, then they 
motivate their people who are already infected with their 
virus like mindset to take control of the chaotic anarchy. 
With their infected people, it is clear to them how to 
execute their plan of taking over the society. Once they 
have established their ideology in society , then they will 
deploy their ultimate goal of forcing their ideology on 
all. 
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  Do you know that this mindset would 
attack spiritual people as hypocrites and fake?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This sick mindset does not believe in 
anything that cannot be seen or known through the five 
senses. Not only that, they do not want anyone to access 
reality beyond senses. So their propaganda targets 
anybody who hints of the spiritual world. Understand 
their sick propaganda rooted in their gross materialist 
mindset. Their perspective cannot go beyond the gross 
physical matter. For them all truth of universe is in physical. 
They want objective proof and objective studies for that. 
But spirituality is about subtle. The sublime realities and 
diverse dimensions of the universe are the playground of 
spirituality. The truth in this realm can be experienced. It 
is a sublime subjective truth. If you try to convince about 
this subtle truth to the infected virus mindset, they would 
try to disparage you and reduce all the subtle sublime 
truths as mere chemical and biological reactions in the 
brain.
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  They invoke the defense of science 
in many instances when they have to win any 
argument because science is objective. They are 
very brutal in using science to defend their thought 
process and their evil actions. But do you know 
when they reject science even though science 
being objective?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Remember this, they reject science when 
science doesn’t match their ideologies or when science says 
something that is against their thought process. They accept 
science to the extent that it is not in contradiction with their 
ideologies. The moment science goes beyond their ideologies, 
they reunite again, they organize themselves, they then mass 
protest. They also try influencing the opinions of the masses 
through mass media and attack those scientists who are 
against their ideologies. The classic case would be genetics 
because genetics is a science but gender is not science but 
social and legal construct word. When they can refer to science 
in many cases to justify their ideology then how come they 
reject genetics i.e. science in favor of gender that is social 
and legal interpretation of the sexes? To reject something, 
one should have had prior related experiences and then after 
discerning truth and falsity from it, they should then reach 
conclusion instead of directly rejecting something that goes 
beyond their ideologies or the way they feel. They should put 
facts before their subjective feelings.
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  Do you know that to spread their ideology 
they want to become the ruling elite themselves 
even if it requires violent revolution?

 O Valiant ones! 

   For those dark forces, it is not the means 
that matters but end that matters. Because the end goal 
for them is to become the rulers. To reach the power 
or the end goal, they can choose any means. They can 
choose antidemocratic means like raising guns to capture 
power, to organize similar minded people to take on the 
rulers or ruling organization through the use of guns, 
violence etc. If you look at the revolutions that happened 
in the world except for revolution against freedom from 
slavery, the issues could have been solved in a peaceful 
way or through collective voting of some sort but they 
chose the medium of violence because they would have 
never made it through democratic means. It is because of 
their over ambitions that has caused the death of millions 
of people in this world just for the sake of capturing the 
power. The examples are all around you. 
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  Do you know what is the root cause of all 
the problems of the world?

 O Valiant ones! 

   If you look at the problems of the world, 
one of the main root causes of the world are the dark 
forces. Dark forces are like a drop of a black ink that can 
transform a bucket of colorless water black. Water is a 
very receptive element and so are most of the things in 
this universe. Humans are by nature receptive because 
if human cease to be one, there development ceases. 
Most of the time the development of human ceases with 
the mix of an ink drop of black forces. This is the very 
thing that made a mythical character eat a forbidden 
fruit. The mythical characters didn’t have any intention 
of eating that forbidden fruit but it was the temptation 
caused by the dark forces. It was not the apple nor those 
character that caused the tragedy but the influence of the 
dark forces. Beware and remain alert and try finding out 
the root cause. Most of the causes are psychological in 
nature.
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  Do you know if their promises ever bear 
fruit?

 O Valiant ones! 

   I am sure you haven’t experienced because 
the answer is simple and it is that they don’t practice 
what they preach. Practicing what you preach is the best 
litmus test to decide the authenticity of the character of 
person. Character implies that they are true to themselves 
and don’t imply any form of hypocrisy. Hypocrisy is the 
hallmark of dark forces because they don’t practice what 
they preach. They are more like a drug seller who gives 
you free stuffs at first to lure you into addiction. If you look 
around the dark forces infested people always promises 
freebies to go to the ruling organization and after having 
power, all they do is offer freebies to stay in power. They 
play a very good role of political drug seller who offer 
freebies to the public so that they can keep the public 
addicted to them for long. This is how they ensure their 
survival. Never trust their words at all only form opinions 
if their words are congruent with their action. If it isn’t, 
call them hypocrites.
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  Do you know that this parasitic mindset 
want all polarities of societies to have friction and 
fight with each other?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The word friction implies duel. It implies 
that there is a duel between two opposite forces. Now, 
if these analogy or principle is used in real life then 
there is always going to be two opposite forces like 
people with wealth and poor people , men and women 
as in patriarchy, haves and haves not etc. Therefore, 
their whole ideologies would be the struggle or friction 
between these two forces and a victory over one over 
the another. They do not believe in the idea of the 
union between two opposite forces for the betterment 
of the society. The whole philosophy of theirs is about 
winning and dominating and not about harmony, their 
system never leads to the betterment of the society. The 
materialization of their philosophy not only degrades 
the society but also degrades the inherent values and 
morality of we humans. We should always look for 
harmony and lest of friction between other parties.
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  Do you know that this parasitic mindset 
wants to create a thought crisis in you?

 O Valiant ones! 

   You must protect yourself from this parasitic 
mindset. Their strategy is to bombard you with plethora 
of information on a single subject from many sources on 
different angle. Their purpose is to overwhelm you with 
information choices. Inundated with all kinds of options 
and choices, they want your mind to be confused and 
overwhelmed. Once you are confused with different ways 
you can think about a particular subject, then you will tend 
to chose the one that looks the simplest to you. This is their 
game plan. With carefully crafted artificial choices around 
you they want to lure you towards their false propaganda. 
Their main aim here is to make you susceptible to their 
propaganda by inundating you with choices. Once you are 
susceptible to their propaganda through the thought crisis 
then they count on their propaganda to influence you and 
make you infected as they are. 
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  Do you know that this parasitic mindset 
seduces you into a dream future that never 
materializes?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Do not fall prey to their false propaganda 
that promises you an ideal future. In the name of that 
promised future, they take away your present. They will 
convince you how it is important to give up your ways 
and accept suffering of their political struggle so that you 
can have an imagined better future. In the name of some 
Utopian future, they will coerce you to sacrifice your now. 
By being deluded by their false propaganda of fantasy 
of a future, they want to numb your mind and make it 
unconscious of the present happenings so that you do no 
judge and assess your present situation to improve it. Do 
not be swayed by their seductive propaganda. There is no 
dream future disconnected from your present time. With 
you working towards making your present time better, 
your future becomes better. 
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  Do you know that they claim people 
who believe in religion are people who have no 
confidence?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand their mindset. They judge 
people who believe in religion as people who lack confidence 
in themselves and lack of confidence in ruling organization, 
democracy or constitution. They judge religious people as 
coward. But you should know that even in countries that 
follow their parasitic mindset as national model, there are 
problems. Because no outer arrangement can solve all the 
problems. And for their false claim that religious people 
are coward, they deliberately ignore rich, educated and 
other religious people with ample social security.  Such 
religious people know that beyond the material reality of 
the world, there exists a sublime reality of divine. Through 
their intuitive understanding they believe that reality is 
not just gross reality but has subtle dimensions which has 
spirituality and divinity.
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  Do you know how they create a hero out 
of villains?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand the twisted psychology of 
this infected mind. Every narrative usually has a hero 
and a villain. Usually in moral or spiritual tales, hero is 
the epitome of good virtues that the author wants to 
communicate to the readers and the villain is epitome of 
all negative qualities that one should shun. To dissuade 
you from your path as believer, they will pick up some 
bad and negative character from your scripture or ancient 
mythology and portray that negative character as a victim. 
Slowly, with this claim of victim-hood for that negative 
character, they will try to slander your gods and heroes. 
For them all this is just a play to shake you off your belief. 
In their sick mind, they feed their own pride and ego by 
imagining that they are supporting some oppressed victim 
who is negatively portrayed by believers. Be aware of their 
sickness which has no ground to stand on except as a 
reaction to your believes.
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  Do you know how they try to gain attention 
and seek power?

 O Valiant ones! 

   This sick parasitic mindset has a very 
cunning tactics that you must know. First, they will choose 
a religious personality, an artist, a philosopher or any 
eminent person. Then they will start a slander campaign. 
They will start criticizing that person. It does not matter 
what that person has done. It does not matter to them if 
there are virtuous qualities in that person. For them all 
they are looking for is some quality in that person or some 
incident in that person’s life, even if it is in remote past that 
is irrelevant to that person. With the sole aim of creating 
a conflict, they will try to draw that eminent personality in 
a fight with them. Once that personality starts to respond 
or even when other people start to respond to this sick 
mindset, there job is half done. For they have gained 
attention. They will bask in the aura around that personality 
and try to gain power through negativity. They will try to 
become famous by riding on the popularity wave of that 
eminent personality. This is how they derive power.
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  Do you know that they never accept 
defeat?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Initially, they would project the view that 
they work for the common man and that common folks 
are the main principle in society. But in democracy when 
they will be outed by the common folks they will not take 
it as the defeat of their ideology. Then the common people 
who perhaps outed them from public sphere or rejected 
their ideology will not matter at all. They very well know 
that if public rejects them, they are actually rejecting their 
ideology also. But they will never accept that. They will 
ignore the public mandate as if it never happened. They 
will still falsely claim their ideology is still greatly accepted. 
And they will continue to practice their dark arts to spread 
their propaganda persistently. Their sick mindset knows 
that to survive they have to persist and hope that some 
day you will fall prey to their false propaganda and become 
infected as they are. 
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  Do you know that they try to fool everyone 
by claiming to support healthy criticism?

 O Valiant ones! 

   Understand their sick parasitic mindset. 
On one hand they will promote themselves as all accepting 
and supporting healthy criticism. They want to portray 
their image as people who are open minded and support 
public expression freely including criticism. But one look 
at their methodology reveals the uncouth, uncivilized and 
lowly ways they resort to when criticizing religious and 
spiritual people. When it comes to their behavior they 
betray all their hypocritical claims that they expect others 
to follow. Dearest one! Do not trust these parasitic viruses 
like mindset. They never practice what they preach. Reeked 
with double standard, they have no moral compunction 
about it also. Their claims and hypothetical principles are 
far from their practices. Such hypocrites and sanctimonious 
parasites should not be allowed decency to exist in your 
life. 
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  Do you know that science and Dharma are 
two expressions of nature? And both have important 
place in world?

 O Valiant ones! 
   
  Whatever one sees in universe whether matter or 
subtle reality is all Dharma. Dharma is the ultimate truth. All 
the rest of creation is in this truth. It contains infinite art-
forms and Vidyas. One such Vidya is science.  Right now the 
search of science is based on matter so it appears that science 
is a quest of finding truth of matter. Some stupid people 
wrongly understand that science is denying Dharma and 
standing in opposition of it. Science is following its Dharma 
properly. Anyone who has inspiration to understand the 
subtle reality beyond matter are experiencing that sublime 
reality. Seeing them, some stupid people think that they are 
going against science. One can be a practitioner of both 
streams of knowledge. Just like a person can taste sweet 
and sour both. Anybody who sees difference and distinction 
between these two streams should not be taken seriously. 
One should have pity at their stupidity.
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  Do you know they want means of 
production only in the hand of ruling organization?

 O Valiant ones! 

   The underlining meaning of having the 
means of productions in the hands of the ruling organization 
is a surefire way to snatch rights from people and put it in 
the pockets of few men. Ruling organization is not a living 
being. All their activities are run by few selected men of the 
ruling organization. The whole idea of ruling organization 
controlling the means of production is that the rulers or 
the members of ruling organization can legally confiscate 
the means of production and take power in their hands. 
This is a surefire way to bully citizens. This makes the 
those selected rulers or members of ruling organization 
ultra-rich but common citizens become super poor. In 
the name of economic equality, all they do is to confiscate 
wealth from certain group of people and make it their own. 
When they do so then they at the end control all means of 
production. 
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  Today I am answering only these questions for you.  But 
it does not mean that I am not aware of all other questions that you 
have inside you. I know, that your big question is that if God exists. 

 Before me, many people have told you many different things. 
Some said God does not exists. Some say God is beyond existence. 
Some said God is dead. Some went further and said, God has been 
killed by us and needs to be reborn. In India there has been another 
saying that as one searches for God, one finds God as per the nature 
of the search. Now it is up to you how you search God. Your specific 
search for God will lead to your specific discovery of God. 

 I will explain this to you in detail. They will tell you that men 
have crafted God. That men have created false God. On this premise 
they regularly insult you and other believers. They will slander all 
good people and call them hypocrite, stupid, irrational and many 
other inferior insulting adjectives. 

 They have troubled the believers extreme harshly unlike any 
other time in the past. Therefore, this time appears as a dark time. 
But remember, I am here with you. 

  I am not promising you some utopia in some fantasy. 
Rather, I want you to become strong and wise so that you create a 
beautiful reality for yourself wherever you are. 

 I will answer all your questions and will make you strong to 
resist their persistent attacks.  Then you can live a blissful and 
independent life. And I will always be present in your heart. 

            -KALKI
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